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The Well-Stocked Bookshelf:
Reviews of Books for Young Adults
by Ed Spicer, Rhonda Turner, Bena Hartman, and Kristina Rouech
ouple of graphic novel memoirs, a couple of verse novels, books for the younger end of the YA
pectrum, and books for the oldest end of the range are among the books we feature in our colmn this time. I especially recommend that readers take a look at David Levithan's Two Boys Kissing, which may very well turn into a classic. Holly Black has brought vampires back from the dead! As
always, please feel free to send an email letting us know what you have read that we missed!

Bascomb, N. (2013). The Nazi hunters. New York: Scholastic. 245 pp. ISBN
978-0-545-43099-9. (Hardcover); $16.99.
Millions ofJews captured, terrorized, tortured then sent to extermination
camps. Most were massacred immediately upon arrival; others were left to be
worked to death. Those who survived the horrific atrocities were left with the
insufferable memories of what they and their loved ones experienced. Years
later an accidental discovery by a young Jewish woman revealed the whereabouts of Adolf Eichmann, a notorious Nazi war criminal responsible for
commanding the annihilation of six million Jews. The Nazi Hunters is a riveting spy story that reconstructs the factual events that led up to the capture
of Eichmann. Covert operations, a team of Holocaust survivors turned secret
agents, twists and turns will keep you guessing. Actual photographs enrich
this story making it an unforgettable experience. -RT
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Beyer, R. (2013). Little fish: A memoir from a different kind ofyear. San Francisco, CA: Zest Books. 273
pp. (Unpaginated). ISBN: 978-1-936976-18-8. (Hardcover); $15.99.
Paw Paw, Michigan does not find its way into teen literature. I say this with conviction. Many readers
may suspect that Paw Paw is a made up name. I've been there! Eaten at a very fine restaurant there. Consequently, finding Little Fish and discovering that Ramsey hails from Paw Paw attracted my attention.
What has me reviewing the book is its pitch perfect depiction of the small town fears of teens graduating
from high school and heading off to college in a big city. My own daughter suffered from the paralyzing
fears and insecurities of heading to New York from a small town very much like Paw Paw (and only 20
miles away). Did Ramsey's small town prepare her well enough to be taken seriously in a big city? Can a
young woman from Paw Paw, Michigan be expected to recognize good art? Paw Paw is very different
from Baltimore in just about every manner possible. Beyer, however, does not treat Paw Paw disrespectfully. Ramsey waxes poetically about the people, animals, and things in Michigan that she loves and
misses, while appreciating the expanded cultural opportunities that Baltimore offers. Along the way,
Ramsey meets a loud, opinionated boy with very different musical tastes. Many arguments and many
laughs later, they discover they are a couple in a relationship at about the exact same time they realize
they are on a first date-so perfectly teen! Beyer's art, graphics, font treatments (love the typewriter), and
page design serve this memoir exceptionally well. The honesty of the voice, however, is what makes this
book well worth adding to high school libraries. -ES

Black, H. (2013). The coldest girl in Coldtown. New York: Little, Brown. 432 pp. ISBN 978-0-31621310-3. (Hardcover); $18.99.
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Just when we thought that vampires were passe Holly Black shivers them back into the nightlight! Tana
wakes up from a wild party only to discover that most of the party-goers, her friends, have been killed by
a vampire (or two). Worried that she will be next, she quietly tries to retrieve her purse. Tied to the bed
in the coatroom, however, is Aidan-not really her boyfriend, although he certainly had his allure and
people thought of them as an item. Chained next to Aidan is another person, Gavriel, a vampire that has
been tortured by the lurking group of vampires just outside the door. Before Tana can get Aidan and
Gavriel out of the house and into the getaway car, Tana is, perhaps, infected by the vampires who finally
have enough darkness to break into the room. Getting to Coldtown now seems imperative. Coldtowns
are prison-like cities designed to house vampires and protect society as a whole. A touch of wild west, a
dash of urban gangland flavor, Coldtown nevertheless has a code that makes the setting work. Black fills
the novel with mystery and riddles: why IS Gavriel helping? The plot, although fast-paced and, pardon
the pun, infectious, is not the most important aspect of this fabulous horror story. Black has exactly the
right touch of grizzly description-often writing about things like blood in a similar way that, say, Francisca Lia Block writes about kisses, except DARK-combined with a dusting of humor. The gritty characters are the factory workers, the goths, and other blue-collar punk rockers that we see in our world.
And even if we don't see these folks regularly, Black makes us want to! The world building is dystopic
and detailed. Black explores the politics of Coldtown and even the habitat of Coldtown-vampires just
can't suck dry all the humans inside or they would drain the food supply, which necessitates the use of
shunts. Vampires and vampire hunters have reality TV shows and can make a good living. While many
humans are appalled by vampires, there are those who dream of "no more birthdays." Watching vampire
parties streamed live gives Coldtown a gaudy allure-a twisted version of, say, Las Vegas with high walls
around it. Driving the page turn is the question of whether Tana will turn into a vampire, which eventually morphs into speculation as to whether or not that is the better option. Purchase multiple copies, to
keep up with demand, for all high school libraries. -ES

Brahmachari, S. (2013). Mira in the present tense. Chicago: Albert Whitman & Company. 284 pp.
ISBN 978-0-8075-5149-3. (Hardcover); $16.99.
Payne's gray, charcoal black, titanium white, aquamarine blue, copper orange, green, red colors paint aspiring writer/artist Mira's 12-year-old life. Inspired by her Writer's Club teacher, Mira journals her deepest thoughts about her friendships, first love and watching life fade from her dearly loved, spirited, artsy,
60's-style-dressing Nana. This is a touching story of life and death, tender memories, matters of the
heart and moving on. -RT

Burg, A.E. (2013). Serafina's promise. New York: Scholastic. 299 pp. ISBN
978-0-545-53564-9.
(Hardcover); $16.99.
Serafina's Promise will capture your heart as you follow what life is like growing up in the poverty-stricken hills outside of Port-au-Prince, Haiti. Stirred
by her past, the love of her family and encouraging words from a doctor who
visits their home one day, young Serafina is determined to change her life and
help others by becoming a doctor. It takes money to attend the local school,
and money is scarce. Her family struggles to even buy enough food to feed
them all. Serafina comes up with a plan to make her dreams come true. But
when the floods come, and later the earthquake, her determination falters. Is
all hope lost or will her purpose compel her to move forward? Written in
verse, this novel is rich with culture and captures the resilient bond between
family and friends. -RT
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Engle, M. (2014). Silver people: Voices from the Panama Canal. Boston:
Houghton Mifflin. 260 pp. ISBN: 978-0-544-10941-4. (Hardcover); $17.99.
Poetry by itself is hard enough. Verse novels that explore history and remain
poetry are few and far between. Although these novels read quickly, don't be
fooled into thinking that they are any less rigorous than a novel dealing with
the same history. Try to write one yourselfl Don't let the fact that Engle has
written several excellent verse novel histories desensitize you to purchasing
this fine new addition to her growing body of excellent verse history. In Silver
People, we take a look at the creation of the Panama Canal. Silver people are
the darker skinned, usually Jamaican, workers that were paid in silver for their
labor. Lighter skinned European and U.S. workers were paid in gold. Gold
and silver contrasts and comparisons exist throughout Engle's poems, exposing the racist and exploitive
management of the Panama Canal project. Engle often employs various voices in her books and this one
is no exception. Unique to this book, however, is the voice of the Forest and the various inhabitants. We
hear from Howler Monkeys (who, of course, speak in ALL CAPS). We hear from Trees and various other
forest dwellers. Much of the story is told from Cuban Mateo's point of view. Mateo runs to Panama,
fleeing his father's "furious fists." Poems from George W Goethals and Jackson Smith show the contempt and the arrogance to which the workers were subjected. Thousands of people, mostly silver people,
died in the creation of the canal. Disease and landslide were constant companions. Readers may think of
this venture strictly in terms of the earth-moving machines that ate through the country. Engle's book
serves as both a memorial to the people, the country, and the workers (from over 100 countries) who
built the canal. It is also a reminder that real people built the canal. We learn that Mateo yearns to be an
artist, finds Anita, becomes friends with Henry and learns to speak English, teaches Henry to speak
Spanish, and learns about plant and animal life from Anita. He is one of many PEOPLE who worked on
the canal. This is a beautiful book that will find a great home in middle school and elementary libraries;
high school English teachers and history teachers should also be able to find plenty of ways to use this
one in their classrooms. -ES
Erskine, K. (2013). Seeing red. New York: Scholastic. 344 pp. ISBN 978-0-545-46440-6. (Hardcover);
$16.99.
Backwoods thoughts and backwoods ways. Generations later, not much has changed for a small town in
the Deep South. An unsolved murder in the late 1860's is still a mystery years later in the 1970's.
Twelve-year-old Red Porter is determined to fix things right and live up to the standards his daddy
taught him before he died. Grief-stricken and faced with life-altering decisions, racial prejudice and violence, Red is up against the odds as he learns the meaning of true courage. Seeing Red enlightens its readers to a family's journey through grief It is emotionally charged and intense, with flickers of unexpected
humor-a story you won't soon forget. -RT
Gantos, J. (2013). From Norvelt to nowhere. New York: Farrar Straus Giroux. 278 pp. ISBN 978-0-37437994-0. (Hardcover); $16.99.
Sequel to Newbery-winning Dead End in Norvelt, this book is best suited for elementary and middle
school students. High school students with a love of mystery, history, and quirky humor will also enjoy
this comedic romp from Norvelt to the "nowhere" some call,Florida. Captain Ahab and the White
Whale are sighted along the way and a harpoon may even figure into the story as a murder weapon! In
this sequel, the evil Spizz is still at large and still the chief murder suspect in the deaths of all the old
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ladies of Norvelt. When Eleanor Roosevelt passes away, Miss Volker takes Jack to Hyde Park, New York
to pay their respects. In New York, Miss Volker learns that her sister has died in Florida. She suspects
foul play and she and the "Gantos boy" embark on a road trip to Florida. Part Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde,
part Moby Dick, the novel rambles along only stopping to laugh. Gantos, nevertheless, manages to instill
a clever, whodunit wrinkle into the story that will have readers puzzling out the clues (and eager to take
another look at Dead End in Norvelt). While the history and the mystery and the plot structure are fine,
indeed, it is Gantos's unique and twisted humor that gives the book its soul. The literary allusions and
odd assortment of historical fact are the sprinkles that sweeten and seal the deal. Check it out for yourself1 -ES
Knisley, L. (2013). Relish: My life in the kitchen. New York: Hotzbrinck/First
Second. 175 pp. ISBN: 978-1-59643-623-7. (Paperback); $17.99.
My idea of a heavenly evening is gathering friends together to share a meal.
When one has spent a portion of his formative years stealing food out of
church kitchens and understanding that pizza and Chinese food thrown in
dumpsters will be clean, it should not be a surprise that a graphic novel food
memoir would find its way into my MRJ column! Knisley's book, however, is
not simply reviewed as an indulgence. From the philosophical reminiscences
that tie major life events to food (followed by a fabulous recipe for spice tea)
to the concluding photographs of Knisley that reinforce the events of the
memoir, readers are treated to a celebration of more than just food. Raised by
"foodies," Lucy practically grew up in a restaurant kitchen. Many school students bring in cupcakes for birthday treats; Lucy's mother brought in a blowtorch and caramelized the
sugar on a giant creme brulee. Knisley travels to Italy, Mexico, Japan, and all over the United States in
the search of food. She eats at fabulous restaurants. Her parents love food, her uncle has a food store, and
other relatives are closely connected to good food. Even her godfather is a restaurant critic! Knisley, however, celebrates junk food, which she confesses to love. She talks lovingly about the croissants she is unable to make as well as those she discovers in a small Venice bakery. She also has a delightful chapter
about what to do when bad food happens to good people. This is a book that shares a passion for food
without being judgmental or condescending. This is a book that invites EVERYONE to the tablepicky eaters, junk food lovers, gourmets, vegetarians, you name them. The writing is seasoned with just
the write amount of nostalgia, detail, and humor. The artwork doesn't simply describe the text, but so intoxicates readers, we can't help but fall in love with the joy of cooking. We watch Lucy grow into her
own self, while observing that she owes much to her family. Readers catch glimpses of different cultures
through their food, and Knisley entices readers to do food traveling with graphic recipes at the end of
each chapter-several of which I can personally vouch for! Eat this one up and serve it up to your high
school libraries with relish! -ES
Koertge, R. (2013). Coaltownjesus. Somerville, MA: Candlewick Press. 122 pp. ISBN: 978-0-76366228-8. (Hardcover); $16.99.
An older cousin of Cynthia Rylant's God Went to Beauty School Coaltown Jesus tells the story of Walker,
who discovers Jesus in his bedroom. This verse novel begins with Walker sitting in his dead brother
Noah's car. His mother, also grieving, screams at him to get out and Walker bolts from the car to his bedroom where he metaphorically destroys the Heavens and Earth. In this book Noah dies in the flood and
his mother has been shedding tears for months. "'Look,' he said, 'if you're up there, help my mom,
okay? ... " (p. 13). And then Jesus shows up in his bedroom. "Walker stared. 'You look just like your pie-
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tures'" (p. 15). So begins Walker's journey with Jesus, complete with Jesus checking his email, cringing at
a sign in the hardware story advertising a sale on nails, revealing Jimi Hendrix's real name, and confessing
that he made out with Miriam. Jesus likes being called the Great Spirit, but "The Anointed One ...
Makes me feel greasy" (p. ?). Those who railed against the irreverence of Rylant's book should stay far
away from this one. Others will enjoy the clever and careful attention to Biblical detail and will be comforted by the compassion Jesus shows Walker: "Walker would have collapsed if Jesus hadn't put his arms
around him" (p. 114). The limpid, direct language personalizes the story, gives Walker added dimension,
and adds a poignancy to a story that probes the festering pain that accompanies the death of a family
member. Death often walks hand in hand with sadness, guilt, anger, and many other emotions. In this
book, Walker is praying passionately for his mother, and Jesus is wise enough to recognize that Walker
has his own needs. Every year the high school writing contest that I help evaluate has many teens writing
about religion. Generally there is no voice to the writing, nothing to distinguish the author from the millions of other teens sharing the same faith. Use Koertge's book as an example of how to combine faith
and voice. While many younger students will easily be able to decode this book, Coaltown Jesus is
matched best with high school students, especially those who enjoy studying religion. -ES
Knox, E. (2013). Mortal fire. New York: Farrar Straus Giroux. 436 pp. ISBN
978-0-374-38829-4 (Hardcover); $17.99.
This YA novel is one of those can't-put-it-down, can't-wait-till-the-end-ofthe-chapter fantasies. Sixteen-year-old Cranny Mochrie starts by accompanying her stepbrother and his girlfriend on a trip to research a mining disaster in
Southland, New Zealand. Once there, she takes off on an adventure of her
own and discovers a seventeen-year-old boy who has been trapped in a house
for years, that all the children have similar sounding names, and that she can
use magical powers to make herself disappear. All that sounds good. But just
when readers are well invested, the story's plot becomes so complex it suffers
from incomplete story lines and the ability to blend fantasy with empathy.
The wildly imaginative and convoluted narrative demands close and careful
reading. The effort may be worth it for some, but not for all, especially for
struggling readers. In the end, some readers may find the narrative falls short in its delivery. To ensure
that students have a deep and complete understanding of the stray story lines in YA fantasy novels like
this one, students can read books by Johnson, a rising new fantasy writer. Her books Racing the Dark
and The Summer Prince are similar reads for middle and high schoolers looking for a thrilling, jarring,
fantasy ride. -BH
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Levithan, D. (2013). Two boys kissing. New York: Random House/Knopf. 213 pp. ISBN 978-0-30793190-0. (Hardcover); $16.99.
Two Boys Kissing is based on a real kiss by two boys. Not just any kiss; this is a kiss to break the Guinness
Book of World Records kiss. Levi than employs a Greek chorus as an omniscient narrator, of sorts, to
provide commentary and historical perspective on what this kiss means. Ten years ago, Levithan published Boy Meets Boy, perhaps in part because he wanted readers to have a different experience with gay
characters than dying in a car crash (that also kills the pet dog). A lot has happened in ten years. The
chorus essentially functions as a sociological examination of the change in social attitudes. In the same
way that people look at Boy Meets Boy as a prototype of a dream for what literature and life could look
like for our society, Two Boys Kissingwill serve as a seminal book for GLBT youth and allies measuring
the distance traveled, even if it does not have a finish line yet. Progress has been made but homophobia is
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by no means banished, as various words and actions in the story attest. Suicide for GLBT teens is still
way too close to the surface both in this book and in real life. Bullying in high school is still a reality. Listening to the chorus attempt to coach or warn the various characters is riveting and gorgeous and sometimes absolutely heartbreaking. Listening to the chorus take pleasure in the progress made is equally
touching. Levithan does not shy away from honest depiction of reality, but also manages to instill the
same kind of joyous hope that we met in Boy Meets Boy. This aspect of the book is so exceptionally strong
that it has me hoping it will win the National Book Award and be seriously considered by the Printz
committee, despite the fact that it has small weaknesses in terms of plot and character development. This
is a slice of life book that is as good as it gets, and it seems to me that award committees should honor
accomplishments of this sort, as well. Regardless, readers will be touched by this book Award or not, this
is a book that will stand the test of time. Fifty years from now, students will be reading both Boy Meets
Boy and Two Boys Kissing, both as commentaries on past society and because the language is so poignant,
the story so honest. -ES
Lewis, C. (2013). Thrice told tales: Threemicefullofwritingadvice. (Ill. byJ. Swarte). New York: Simon
& Schuster/Atheneum. 144 pp. ISBN: 978-1-4169-5784-3. (Hardcover); $16.99.
Generally, I do not read or even see other reviews of books until after my reviews are sent to MRJ. This
review is exceedingly rare because I decided to review it AFTER reading the review in Horn Book (Lu,
2013, July 15), which I think totally missed the point and the audience of this delightful dictionary of
literary terms that belongs in high school classrooms. The fact that this book may also dwell in younger
grade classrooms is frosting. Not intended to be a "how to" manual, nor a comprehensive dictionary of
literary terms, this delightful book uses Three Blind Mice to remind students of the essence of various literary terms (foreshadowing, leitmotif, etc.). Each mouse has been imbued with personality quirks and as
they reenact the various literary terms, their characters evolve and grow! This is the book for that student
who has a working knowledge of terms but needs a practical example of what the term means to cement
the concept in memory. The fact that this dictionary-like book is flat out funny and entertaining will
only make the study of these terms that much more pleasurable. I can envision high school creative writing teachers making excellent use of this clever book I especially appreciated how Lewis treats the use of
cussing, sex, and violence in writing. The end matter includes a more complete exploration of the terms
the mice address in the text, but students will leave that portion of the book to their adult teachers! -ES
Losure, M. (2013). Wild boy: The real life ofthe savage ofAveyron. (Ill. by
Timothy Basil Ering). Somerville, MA: Candlewick Press. 169 pp.
ISBN 978-0-7636-5669-0. (Hardcover); $16.99.
Wild Boy is a narrative account of the life of The Savage of Aveyron based on
the writings of Jean Itard, who worked with the boy for a majority of his life.
The story opens with a brief description of the forest and what Wild Boy's life
must have been like. It then moves to his first capture at about the age of ten.
He swiftly escapes back to the forest and is recaptured about a year later. The
boy travels through a couple of "homes" before eventually landing in Paris at
Ti:. Jl,.nf L;,,; eft/,;, s,,_,.. ef//,':'tr"''
the Institute for Deaf-Mutes, and is named Victor by Dr. Itard. Lasure tells
elf,•
the story of Victor in a straightforward manner that gets to the point and
helps to make the book a quick read. In addition, it provides space and time
for discussion about the idea of what is learning. Ering's pencil illustrations of Wild Boy add a depth of
emotion that cannot come through text alone. Dr. Itard began his work with Victor as an experiment on
civilizing a savage. At first, some saw the final outcome as a failure because Victor never learned to
MARY
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speak; however, the bigger question that came out of the experiment is whether or not speaking is the
only means of communication. For me, the overall message of the text is the idea of a boy stuck in one
world while craving his old life, and through multiple escapes back to the forest, he found out that he
did not fit into his old world either. Essentially, Victor feels as if he does not truly fit in anywhere. This
nonfiction account of his life would be an excellent read aloud in a middle school classroom as an opportunity to discuss the concepts of learning and fitting in. -KR

Polsky, S. (2013). This is how !find her. Chicago: Albert Whitman & Company. 260 pp. ISBN 978-0-8075-7877-3. (Hardcover); $16.99.
Taking care of her bipolar mother since the age of 11, Sophie has grown accustomed to life's ups and downs. At the beginning of her junior year life
changes; her mother attempts suicide and Sophie is the one that finds her.
While her mother is recovering in the hospital, Sophie goes to live with her
aunt, uncle and cousin. Trying to adjust, while life is turned upside down,
she turns to her art work to help her escape the madness and haunting memories. Polsky's first novel brilliantly portrays a student's struggle to cope between a dysfunctional home life and normalcy at school. -RT

Rainfield, C. (2010). Scars. Lodi, NJ: Westside Books. 248 pp. ISBN: 9781-93481-332-4. (Hardcover); $16.95.
Chery Rainfield has a brand new book out-Stained, which I have not finished reading yet. Her books
take an emotional toll and I need to proceed slowly. Since I forgot to review her first book, let me take
care of that oversight here. The first thing to notice about Scars is the cover. What readers need to understand about this cover is that the arms depicted on the cover belong to Rainfield. She is a survivor of
some very serious sexual abuse. Cutting her arms is directly related to this abuse, as her novel so carefully
points out. Showing her arms on the cover is her way of refusing to be a victim, her way of being proud
of who she is, as she is. I admire Rainfield for this courage! However, I do not intend this review to be a
"pity" review. Kendra is fighting to hang on to the therapy that is very dose to helping her recover the repressed memories of years of sexual abuse from an unknown rapist. She is also hiding her arms from
both her family and her therapist. Kendra's family is dealing with serious financial problems. Kendra's
home and, consequently, her therapy sessions are jeopardized. Her rapist has also started to plant in her
path a variety of threats that transform the book into a terrifying psychodrama. Kendra is a fully fleshed
out character helping readers to understand the motivation behind the very serious and life- threatening
psychological disorder of those who self mutilate or cut themselves. Most readers have no way of understanding why or how one could purposely cut oneself. Kendra's character is so skillfully drawn that readers feel her compulsion in a visceral way and even catch a glimpse of how cutting could feel like the only
possible choice that a smart girl could make. Art and therapy provide Kendra with the relief valve that
keeps her from even more serious harm. It is exceptionally difficult to write a novel about this kind of
abuse without turning it into a melodramatic mess for readers who cannot imagine anyone experiencing
these crimes. For readers who suggest that the writing is over the top, I remind them to take another look
at the cover. Rainfield has a ton of information at the end of the book for those who need information
on sexual abuse, cutting, and more. Obviously Scars is for high school libraries. It should also be one that
is placed in front of social workers and counselors. -ES

Richardson, T. (2013). The field Carmel, IN: Luminis Books. 234 pp. ISBN 978-1-935462-82-8. (Paperback); $11.95.
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Eric is a characteristic high school junior whose life revolves around his family, friends, and playing soccer. But, maybe, he's not as typical as he thought. Strange occurrences like streetlights turning on and
off when he passes under them, bizarre dreams, and a "knowing" about when things are going to occur
happen a lot. Is it just a coincidence? At a lecture in his AP Environmental Science class, he meets Dr.
Auberge, a physicist with the Overet Nuclear Institute, who speaks to the class concerning his research
on the Universal Energy Field, dark energy, and harnessing the power from it to be used as an endless energy source. Eric volunteers to help with an experiment that Dr. Auberge is conducting and finds out
that his energy may be a link to those strange occurrences. -RT
Smith, A. W. (2013). Winger. (Ill. by Sam Bosma). New York: Simon &
Schuster. 448 pp. ISBN 978-1-4424-4492-8. (Hardcover); $16.99.
Winger contains a little bit of everything that teenagers may face in school
and with their friends. Ryan Dean is a 14-year-old high school junior who
experiences feelings of love for Annie and hate for a best friend who goes after
his girl. He attends Pine Mountain, a prestigious private school for trouble
makers. Two years younger than his classmates, his school year isn't off to a
great start. Ryan Dean is placed in O-Hall dormitory for stealing a teacher's
cell phone and hacking into it. He is now away from his friends and living
with the biggest trouble makers in the school, who are also his teammates on
the school rugby team. His many adventures include late night poker games,
drinking, a roommate gone missing, a hunt for Halloween costumes, and perceived spells from one of the dorm monitors. The reader is taken through the
ups and downs (mostly downs) of Ryan Dean's junior year through his words, internal dialogue, and
sketches that show the inner workings of his 14-year-old brain. Smith uses these techniques to start the
novel off in a lighthearted manner full of humor; then as the book takes a tragic spin toward the end, he
uses just the words of Ryan Dean to express the grief and loss of a best friend. Winger sends a message of
a scary reality of teenagers acting impulsively and not realizing the devastating consequences of their behavior. This work of fiction would be a good addition to libraries and classrooms for the opportunity to
explore how each decision made can lead toward devastating consequences. -KR
Swanson, J.L. (2013). "The President has been shot!'~· The assassination ofjohn F Kennedy.
New York: Scholastic. 270 pp. ISBN 978-0-545-49007-8. (Hardcover); $18.99.
Rich in detail, this intriguing biography masterfully documents the history behind the 1963 assassination of President John F. Kennedy. The motive for his death is still a mystery and theories are yet to be
proven. Elected into office in 1960, conspiracy fueled by Kennedy's affluent upbringing and controversial political decisions are insightfully portrayed. Evidence is uncovered revealing the bizarre actions of
Kennedy's deranged assassin, Lee Harvey Oswald. The horrific event was witnessed by Kennedy's
beloved wife, Jackie, and her brave and thoughtful response demonstrates an intense love and devotion
that is heartbreaking. Detailed diagrams, photos, illustrations, places to visit, source notes, and suggestions for additional reading are included. -RT
·

Walkup, J. (2013). Second verse. Carmel, IN: Luminis Books. 258 pp. ISBN 978-1-935462-85-9. (Paperback); $11.95.
Lange lives in an old farmhouse and decides to sponsor a seance as part of the Halloween festivities at her
school. Years ago the old farmhouse was the place where a family of five was found murdered- sliced
and diced-and where one person committed suicide. At the seance strange happenings occur, one of
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which is a connection with Vaughn. The two fall in love and together they seek to solve the mysterious
murders that took place years ago in Lange's home. Strange happenings continue and get even creepier
the closer they get to the answers they seek. This book is eerie and will keep you guessing until the end.

-RT
Whaley, J.C. (2014). Noggin. New York: Simon & Schuster/Atheneum. 352 pp. ISBN 978-1-44245872-7. (Hardcover); $17.99.
Teens regularly wrestle with the conflicting perceptions of seeming too young and feeling older than
their years. Teens often feel too old for high school while being both excited and terrified at the prospect
of college and the life beyond high school. It's enough to make one lose his head-and that is EXACTLY
AND LITERALLY what happens to sixteen-year-old Travis Coates, our bobble-headed hero of Whaley's
wacky and wonderful Noggin. Travis spent the last years of his cancer-ridden life slowly dying, while
clinging to his girlfriend, Cate, and trying to help his gay, but closeted, friend Kyle feel comfortable in
his own skin. Medical science is advanced enough to surgically remove Travis's head and cryogenically
preserve it, but not advanced enough at the time to reattach it to a donor body. Five years later, Travis
has his frozen head spliced onto a new and improved body, one that is hunkier, faster, more athletic, and
even taller. Humor and hijinks follow! Travis must sort out sixteen years of being used to a different kind
of body and a different set of reflexes. More importantly, Travis must contend with the fact that Cate is a
legal, drinking-aged adult engaged to be married, and Kyle has moved back into the closet. Every one of
Travis's friends has graduated and only the hated teachers seem to remain. Travis is trapped in a present
that seems ancient; he dreams of a future that is a lot like his past. Travis is determined to win over the
older and engaged Cate and force Kyle back out of the closet. Whaley's unique manipulation of setting
makes this a fun book for teachers. It is also zany enough to keep the teen readers he acquired with his
Printz-winning book, Where Things Come Back, and attract a broader fan base of teens that love this
clever science fiction and romantic mash-up! Order multiple copies of this one for all high school libraries (and order copies of Where Things Come Back, because Noggin, I predict, will bring new readers to
his first book). -ES

Zarr, S. (2013). The Lucy variations. New York: Little, Brown. 320 pp. ISBN
978-0-316-20501-6. (Hardcover); $17.99.

The Lucy Variations scared me all the way to the very satisfying conclusion!
Without spoiling the ending, let me just say that Zarr did not give in to a
predictable and easy (and false) resolution. I cheered. Zarr shows readers a
world very different from the world of most teens, even teens that play a musical instrument for a band or an orchestra. This is the world of the professional musician, the innately talented teen, who also has the support
(pressure) and resources of the family to hone that talent into recording contracts and first-place contest finishes. Perfection becomes the goal, and everything else, even a dying grandmother, must not intrude. Our story begins
with the death of a piano teacher. Not Lucy's, but Lucy's brother, Gus's.
Madame Temnikova dies during one of Gus's lessons and Lucy is unable to
save her. Lucy, however, has not played or even touched a piano for eight months. She walked off the
stage of an international competition in Prague when her father finally confesses that her beloved grandmother has not spoken with her because she is so sick that she will die before Lucy even gets to say goodbye. Lucy is so disgusted with her grandpa and so confused about why she even continues to play, that
she walks off stage without performing-a very believable reaction to both her grief and her anger and
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the relentless pressure of performing at this level. Her domineering grandfather declares her music career
over and even suggests that Lucy is trying to sabotage her brother's career by failing to save his piano
teacher. These events allow Zarr to introduce a new teacher for Gus and a potential love interest for Lucy.
Grandpa Beck hires Will out of a sense of desperation even though he is a bit too touchy-feely, loveydovey for his tastes, but the next recital and contest loom. Will has very different ideas about music and
teaching. He suggests to Lucy that it is okay for music to be personal and even something that one loves
for its own sake. A former child prodigy himself, Will understands that there is life after performance,
and this thrills Lucy. While these words may be blasphemous to her mother and grandpa, Lucy begins to
recognize that giving up all contact with music is, once again, allowing her grandpa to control her life.
What is exceptional about this novel are the very real characters that can know something very well in
their brain, but still be paralyzed by fear. Zarr's characters are able to really care about people and events
and also lie and steal and rationalize poor behavior. In short, they are exceptionally human! Zarr successfully captures that extraordinarily talented teen who has so many adult qualities in her area of expertise,
but remains a teen in the everyday world that does not always begin and end with the teen. Despite her
talent, she is still buffeted about by ephemeral crushes on adult teachers or piano tutors and still must
figure out what it is about music or people or literature or life that she loves. Zarr's knowledge of classical
music and use of music terms is exceptional. The popular classical pieces of music that she references are
expertly nuanced, which allows more readers into the story without sacrificing any of the musical integrity. While any high school teen will enjoy reading this book, make sure to share the book with band
students and other teens who play instruments, especially if they have ever performed. The Lucy Vtiriations is good enough to win awards in January! -ES

Reviews of Titles from the Scientist in the Field Series
As we did in the last issue of MRJ, we again feature two books from Houghton Mifllin's Scientist
in the Field Series. Lynn Rutan and I have written curriculum guides for this series, aligned to the
Common Core State Standards (CCSS). I am hoping that teachers will look at these guides as a
place to go for ideas on how to extend the text and how to demonstrate the content in a hands-on
way. We are both hoping that teachers will not torture students with ALL of the pre-reading activities, discussion questions, and activities! I am reviewing the books here, however, not because of all
the ways teachers might use this fantastic nonfiction series in a classroom, but because students on
their own will enjoy these excellent introductory books to some amazing scientists and the work
they do in the field (without a single question or activity to answer). -ES
Turner, P. (2013). The dolphins ofShark Bay. (Photos by S. Tuason). Boston: Houghton Mifflin. 80 pp.
ISBN: 978-0-547-71638-1. (Hardcover); $18.99.
In this Scientists in the Field volume, Turner explores the intelligence of the dolphins that inhabit Shark
Bay in Australia. Describing the research and observations of Janet Mann over more than twenty-five
years, Turner's excellent text makes readers feel as if they have arrived in Shark Bay. These dolphins have
adapted to their habitat and have learned how to use elements of their environment to their advantage,
including using sponges as a hunting tool. While it may be argued that dolphins are closer to humans in
intelligence than any other animal, that hasn't protected these dolphins from harm inflicted upon them
by "smarter" humans, including the unintentional harm from our fascination with dolphins. Human interactions with these dolphins often create unintended consequences that are harmful to the animals and
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the environment. We read on page 14: "Away from the beach, they acted like normal mother-calfpairs-except that beach-fed mothers sometimes approached fishing boats to beg. At the Monkey Mia beach, however,
their behavior changed. Instead ofhunting, nursing their calves, or protecting them from sharks, the mothers
spent hours obsessively begging. Fat moms didn't necessarily raise well-fed calves, and the calves ofbeach-fed
mothers didn't learn the foraging skills they needed to survive. Tourists assumed that their fish handouts were
helpful. Instead, Monkey Mia's baby dolphins starved in a stew ofgood intentions. "As with all books in this
series, readers will enjoy Tuason's fascinating photographs of these amazing animals. Clear, lyrical narrative prose is the hallmark ofTurner's writing, as is her objective presentation of the ethical issues involved
in caring for these dolphins and their habitat. Turner is a master at probing the compromises required
among scientists, governments, and the people who live in the area. This book is perfectly at home in libraries for all grade levels. Teacher who explore the issue of animal intelligence will love the challenge this
book presents to advanced high school science students! -ES
For those readers wishing to explore the Curriculum Guide I co-author, note that this guide is vetted by
Turner, especially as it relates to the complex issue of brain size and intelligence. For readers who wish to
have a click-able link, send me an email, info@spicyreads.org, put "Dolphins of Shark Bay" in the subject and I will send the live link to you: http://www.scribd.com/ doc/ 181474897 /Dolphins-of-Shark-BayDiscussion-Guide
Turner, P. (2008). Gorilla doctors: Saving endangered great apes. Boston: Houghton Mifflin. 80 pp.

ISBN: 978-0-547-14333-3. (Hardcover); $8.99.
If our pet dog is sick, we take him to the vet. Have we spent enough time considering just how our veterinary medical practices evolved? Have we spent any time wondering whether wild animals ever get
sick? What happens when that wild animal is a threatened or endangered species? Assuming that we believe that saving endangered animals is a worthwhile endeavor, how would we know whether or not an
animal like a gorilla even needs a doctor? Turner's excellent book explores just these sorts of questions
germane to the care and protection of mountain lowland gorillas. As we expect from books by Turner,
readers are given an objective description of the issues involved with caring for gorillas and their habitats,
including the examination of whether scientists solve or create problems! This book is a welcome addition to middle school and elementary libraries, without embarrassing high school readers who appreciate
a well-written exploration of lowland mountain gorillas, that also happens to have excellent photography.
-ES
For those readers wishing to explore the Curriculum Guide link, here it is: (send me an email,
info@spicyreads.org, put "Gorilla Doctors" in the subject and I will send the live link to you):
http://www.scribd.com/ doc/ 145727464/Gorilla-Doctors-Saving-Endangered-Great-Apes-by-Pamela-STurner-Discussion-and-Activity-Guide-Scientists-in-the-Field-Series

Reviewers
Ed Spicer teaches first grade students at North Ward Elementary School in Allegan, Michigan. He has
served on numerous American Library Association committees including the Michael L. Printz Committee and the Caldecott Committee. Spicer gives presentations on books to schools, universities, libraries,
and other organizations. In 2010, he was a featured speaker for the Texas Library Association, discussing
his life as a homeless teen and the role libraries played and continue to play in his life. Spicer recently
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published an article on nonfiction and the Common Core and hosted a webinar for School Library Journal on Boys and Reading. Currently he is writing many more new curriculum guides about amazing scientists. Find him on Facebook (spicyreads). His website address is: www.spicyreads.org. Send email to:
info@sp icyreads. org.
Bena Hartman is the author of two children's books, jasmine Can and September's Big Assignment. She
was a former classroom teacher and university professor of reading education. She is currently working
on a picture book called An Elephant Size Dream.
Kristina Rouech is an Assistant Professor of Education at Central Michigan University. She earned her
Ph.D. in reading and language arts with a cognate in children's literature from Oakland University. Her
current areas of interest are reading aloud, questioning strategies, and teacher training.
Rhonda Turner is an educator for Battle Creek Public Schools. She graduated from Western Michigan
University with a bachelor's degree in science and has been a classroom teacher for 15 years.
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Call for Book Reviewers
The Michigan Reading journal is currently seeking teachers, media specialists, librarians, and professionals in the field of education or children's literature who are interested in reviewing books for the journal.
It is our goal to have reviewers from across Michigan and from both of our beautiful state peninsulas.
Reviewers are not paid to write for the journal, but it is an opportunity for you to share your knowledge
and ideas about children's books with members of the Michigan Reading Association and the journals'
readers. Reviewers also receive complementary copies of books to review, which they may keep for their
classrooms, libraries, or literacy programs. If you are interested, please contact the journal at
MRJ@MichiganReading.org.
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Call for Editorial Review Board Members
The Michigan Reading journal is seeking educators and faculty to serve on the journal's editorial review
board. This volunteer role involves reading and reviewing 1-3 manuscripts and/or other forms of submissions per year in your preferred areas of interest and expertise. The call for submissions at the end of this
issue describes the kinds of pieces the editorial review board considers for publication. If you would like
to review research manuscripts (qualitative, quantitative, and/or mixed-methods), you should have formal training in research methods and be familiar with the appropriate standards for research design,
methods, and writing. If you would like to review practitioner pieces, such as teaching ideas and resources, you should have experience as a classroom educator.

If you are interested in serving on the editorial review board, please email Dr. Leah van Belle at
MRJ@MichiganReading.org with the following information:
1. Name

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Title and Institution
Email
Phone
Mailing Address
If you want to review practitioner pieces, please provide a description of your experience in preK-12, family, and/or adult literacy education.
7. If you want to review research manuscripts, please provide a description of your experience with
research-research methods coursework and training, as well as experience conducting, writing,
and reviewing research.
8. Please indicate your preferred areas of interest and expertise for review:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

emergent literacy
elementary literacy
middle school literacy
secondary literacy
adult literacy
family literacy
teacher education
professional development
& instructional coaching
digital literacy and technology
visual literacy
English language learners
diverse learners
urban education
sociocultural components of literacy

• critical literacy
• family literacy
• reading, guided reading, reading
workshop

• content area literacy
•

writing, writing workshop

• word study, spelling
• vocabulary, language development
• assessment
• literacy and special education
• children's literature
• curriculum
• educational policy
• other
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